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1. INTRODUCTION 

During my recent trip to India in early 2008, to learn KAS from Krushnaji in person, an interesting 

event took place, which had a lasting impact on me.   

While he was teaching me KAS, Krushnaji received a phone call from a young couple who wanted to 

meet him for a consultation.  Krushnaji does not generally entertain personal readings, except in very 

critical cases and this couple was facing a similar situation, so since he also knew their family, he 

agreed to see them. 

The young couple arrived promptly and put forward the question.  I was privileged to be present as 

Krushnaji invited me to sit in with him and use the KAS program (which can be downloaded from 

http://krushna.sageasita.com) while he solved their query. 

1.1. The Question 

The couple informed Krushnaji that their father was not well. He had gangrene in the one of the toes 

on his feet which was then operated on and amputated, however the gangrene had spread anyway.  
The father had responded well to Homeopathic medication and had undergone an unsuccessful 

surgery and they were at a crossroad as to which path to take, i.e. to go for another surgery or continue 

on with the homeopathic treatment.   

1.2. The Reply 

Krushnaji asked the couple to give him their father’s birth chart and then asked me to cast the chart in 

our KAS program. After studying the chart, he also asked them to give him the charts for their 
mother, their son, who was the one who brought the chart, his wife i.e. the daughter in law and his 

other two sisters’ charts. 

After studying the chart from all angles, Krushnaji advised the couple that it was indeed a matter of 

worry against having more surgery and to continue with the treatment while serving their father with 

the fullest devotion and to receive his blessing. 

1.3. Result 

After the couple had left, I asked Krushnaji if he had had seen the possibility of death and he gravely 
shook his head and confirmed it. Then, he went on and solved all the charts with me telling me that in 

each and every chart of his family members, the focus was pointing in the same direction. 
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2. KAS FUNDAMENTALS 

I am giving below some terminology that is used throughout the document:  

 

Sanskrit Name House Referred to as: Lord referred to as: 

Karak Sthan House A  LoA 

Phal Sthan House B (6
th
 house from A) LoB 

Phalit Sthan House C (10
th
 house from A) LoC 

Samrudhi Sthan House D (3
rd
 house from A) LoD 

Samrudhi Sthan House E  (11
th
 house from A) LoE 

 

Throughout the document you might see references to House A, House B, House C, House D and 

House E and the Lords of these house will be referred to as LoA, LoB, LoC, LoD and LoE. 

Whichever house is under focus for finding the timing event will be referenced as House B or 

alternatively the Phal Sthan.  House A is also called the Karak Sthan and it is the 8
th
 house from Phal 

Sthan or House B.  House C is also called Phalit Sthan and it is 5th house from House B.  House D and 

E are called Samrudhi sthan and they are the 10th house from House B, which is House D while House 

E is the 6th house from House B. 

The lords of these houses are prefixed with “Lo” which means Lord of House.  Therefore the Lord of 

House A is referred to as LoA and similarly for the lords of House B, C, D and E which are written as 

LoA, LoB, LoC, LoD and LoE. 

These houses are nothing but upachaya sthan from Karak sthan, so House B is 6
th
 from House A, 

House C is 10
th
 from House A, House E is 11

th
 house from House A and House D is 3

rd
 house from 

House A. 

The upachaya sthan are the houses of growth, heap and prosperity. 

So for the purpose of this document, I shall clarify Houses A, B, C, D and E for finding the death 

from charts of family members. 
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Death From One’s Own Chart – House B = 8
th
 house 

 

 

Husband’s death from Wife’s chart -   

7
th
 house is of Spouse, and 8

th
 from 7

th
 i.e .2

nd
 House becomes House B 
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\ 

Father’s death from Children’s chart 

9
th
 house is that of father, so 8

th
 from 9

th
 house is 4

th
 house so 4

th
 house is House B 

 

Father-in-laws death from Daughter-In-Laws Chart 

7
th
 house is spouse of daughter in law and and 9

th
 from there is her husbands father and 8

th
 from 

there is the death, so 10
th
 house is House B 
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3. CHART OF NATIVE  

(Fig.1) 
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The above is the natal chart that was cast using KAS2006v3.2.1 program which is used in KAS as it is 
the only program that calculates only Krushna’s Ayanamsa. 

(Fig.2) 

Vimshottari Dasha for Native (father) 

 

 

 

After casting the chart, I checked the dasha period. The dasha running at that time was that of 
Mercury/Venus as can be seen above. 
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(Fig.3) 

KAS PowerTable for Native (father) 

 

 

From the points above, it’s clearly visible that Venus has high power (19 pts) in the 8
th
 house and low 

power (7 pts) in the 6
th
 house. (see Fig.3). Venus is also the 1

st
 house lord and is LoE so it’s very 

eager to give the results of the 8
th
 house, which is death. (see Fig.1) 

Now, at the same time, the 6
th
 house points are also low showing that recovery would not be quick. 

The Mahadasha running was that of the Natural 3
rd
 house lord or the 3

rd
 house lord in the Kalapurusha 

chart, which is Mercury. (see Fig.2) 

So death is possible in the MD of Mercury and the antra of Venus. 

The native expired on 11
th
 February in the late night or early hours of 12

th
 February 2008. 

(Fig.4) 

Probable Date Finder (PDF) for Native (Father) 

 

 

As per the chart, Rahu is samdharmi to Venus. (see Fig.1) 

From the points, we can see that the strongest power planet is Saturn for the 8th house. It has 28 

points, while the next highest is Venus. (see Fig.3) 
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According to KAS rules, we accept 13 days toleration on either side of the event. 

So when the sun transited the sign of Saturn and the Nakshatra of Rahu, it brought about prime 
conditions that resulted in his death.  Saturn and Moon are strong to deliver death as well. (see Fig.4). 

So, in keeping with 13 days tolerance on either side, the event matches. 

(Fig.5) 

Daily Points for Native (Father) 

 

 

On the day of death the points are generally in Rising order or more than 197.  In this case, the points 

on the 10
th
 February thru 15

th
 February were in a rising trend. (see Fig.5). 
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4. CHART OF WIFE 

When referring to the wife’s chart to identify the death of her husband, then the 7
th
 house is the house 

of the spouse and is 8 houses away from her 7
th
 or the 2

nd
 house which now becomes the focus house 

or House B.  Therefore the LoD becomes the 11th house which is 10th from the 2nd. LoE becomes the 

7th house which is 6th from 2nd house.  The lords of these houses become eager to furnish the results of 

the 2nd house with the death of the spouse being one of them.  The highest power planet or the LoD or 

LoE or their samdharmis, can furnish the event as far as the antardasha is concerned. (see Fig.6). 

The Mahadasha running at the time of death was that of Mercury.  Mercury, as you can see below, is 

samdharmi to Saturn by the virtue of being in the same navamsa with Saturn.  The sign of Aquarius is 

the 9
th
 house or 3

rd
 from 7

th
 house.  (see Fig.8). 

As per the basic laws of KAS, planets that aspect houses A, B or C, will not furnish the result and 

their Samdharmis’ will step in instead.  In this case, Saturn is placed in the 5
th
 house of the chart and it 

is aspecting the 2
nd

 house which is House B.  So here, Mercury can step in for Saturn to furnish the 
result.  Therefore there are indications for the death of her husband in the Mahadasha of Mercury. 

Finding the Antardasha   

The highest power planet that can be seen from the KAS power table is Jupiter with 29 points. (see 
Fig. 7). Jupiter is also LoE or 7th lord (6th from 2nd), so it’s very eager to furnish the timing for the 2nd 

house, which in this case can be the death of her husband.  Now, Jupiter is situated in the 2nd house, 

which is House B, so from House B, Jupiter will aspect House C. This would in general eliminate 

Jupiter from giving the result. However, in this case, Jupiter is LoE, so either it can give the result 

itself or its Samdharmi can.  Ketu is samdharmi to Mercury and Rahu. Rahu is situated in the 7
th
 

house of the chart which is House E (Rahu is samdharmi to Jupiter who has the highest power). 

As per the rules of KAS, Rahu and Ketu if they are situated in House D or E become very eager to 

furnish the result.  So here Ketu becomes very eager to furnish the timing of this event. (see Fig.6). 

To narrow the event even further, we use the Sun’s transit. (see Fig.9). According to the laws of KAS, 

when the Sun transits the sign and the nakshatra of powerful significators (See Fig.10), it will furnish 
the event. 

So on the date of his death, the Sun transited the sign of the 2nd most powerful planet, Saturn and the 

nakshatra of Mars, which is LoD, thereby furnishing the event. 

On the date of his death, using the help of daily points (see Fig.11), we could also see that there was a 

large spike in the points as well as an upward trend. 
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Birth Chart and Birthdata for Wife 

(Fig.6) 
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KAS Power Table for Wife 

(Fig.7) 

 

Vimshottari Dasa for Wife 

(Fig.8) 
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The Mahadasha running at the time of death was that of Mercury (see Fig.8).  Mercury (see Fig.6) is 
samdharmi to Saturn by the virtue of being in the same navamsa with Saturn.  The sign of Aquarius is 

the 9th house i.e 3rd from the 7th house.   

As per the basic laws of KAS, planets that aspect Houses A, B or C, will not furnish the result, and 

their Samdharmi’s will step in.  In this case, Saturn is placed in the 5th house of the chart. It is 

aspecting the 2nd house which is House B.  So here, Mercury can step in for Saturn to furnish the 

result.  Therefore, there are indications for the death of her husband in the Mahadasha of Mercury. 

 

Narrowing down the antardasha 

The highest power planet that can be seen from the KAS Power Table is Jupiter with 29 points (see 

Fig.10).  Jupiter is also LoE or the 7
th
 lord (6

th
 from 2

nd
), so it is very eager to furnish the timing for 

the 2
nd

 house, which in this case can be the death of her husband.  Now, Jupiter is situated in the 2
nd

 

house, which is House B, so from House B, Jupiter will aspect House C. This would in general 

eliminate Jupiter from giving the result. However in this case, Jupiter is LoE so either it can give the 

result or its Samdharmi can.  Ketu is samdharmi to Mercury and Rahu. Rahu is situated in the 7th 

house of the chart which is House E (Rahu is samdharmi to Jupiter who has the highest power). 

As per the rules of KAS, Rahu and Ketu if they are situated in House D or E become very eager to 

furnish the result.  So here Ketu becomes very eager to furnish the timing of event. 

Probable Date Finder (PDF) 

Death occurred on 11th February 2008 and at that time, from the PDF table below (Fig 9), you can see 

that the Sun was transiting the sign of Saturn and Nakshatra of Mars.  Mars is LoD and Saturn is the 

2
nd

 highest power planet for the 2
nd

 house as can be referenced from the KAS Power Table with 27 

points. (see Fig.10). 

PDF for Wife 

(Fig.9) 
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KAS Power Table for Wife 

(Fig.10) 

 

Daily Points 

It can be clearly seen that on the day of her husband’s death, her daily points spiked from 192 to 203 

on the 10
th
 of Feb and then stayed at 203. (see Fig.11). 

Daily Points for Wife 

(Fig.11) 
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5. CHART OF SON 

When referring to the Son’s chart about the father’s death then the 9
th
 house represents his father so 8

th
 

from the 9
th
 house means the 4

th
 house becomes House B for death of the father as seen from his son’s 

chart.  So the highest power planet or LoD or LoE or SD to the powerful significators might furnish 

the event. 

Son’s Chart and Birth data 

(Fig.12) 
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KAS Power Table for Son 

(Fig.13) 
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Vimshottari Dasha for Son 

(Fig.14) 

 

 

The dasha running for the Son was Ju/Ve.  Jupiter is in the navamsa of the 11
th
 lord so it is 

Samdharmi to the 11
th
 lord.  The 11

th
 house is 3

rd
 from the 9

th
 house, so the MD of Jupiter can also 

bring death to the father. (see Fig.14). 

His antardasha of Venus brought death to the father.  Venus is the 2nd highest significators for the 4th 

house with 16 points and Venus is also natural samdharmi to Saturn who is LoE so Venus can cause 

death in his antra.  When the native came with the chart of the father, his chart reflected this difficult 

time. (see Fig.13). 

 

Probable Date Finder (PDF) for Son 

(Fig.15) 

 

 

The Sun was transiting the sign of Saturn and thru the nakshatra of Mars and in keeping with a 

tolerance of 13 days on either side, the next sign and nakshatra that the Sun would transit would be in 

the Sign of Saturn, who is LoE and in Rahu’s nakshatra, who is samdharmi to Mercury, who is the 

most powerful significators and LoD.  So both LoD and LoE were going to act as triggers which 
caused a grave concern for the father. 

The next step would be to study the daily points in the date range to see what would go on and how 

would the native feel.  So given below are the daily points. 
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Daily Points for the Son 

(Fig.15) 

 

Studying the daily points (see Fig.15), you could see the stress the Son was going through. Then you 

can see a sudden rise of points on the 10th and 11th Feb with points dipping sharply on the 12th Feb. 

When death occurs, the points can go into a rising trend as seen here in the case of the son. The 

following days after that show a decrease in points, reflecting his grief. 

So from the Son’s chart and based on the analysis above, the matter seemed quite serious for the 

father. 
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6. CHART OF DAUGHTER-IN-LAW 

The daughter in law was also accompanied by her husband and she also gave her chart to be studied. 

Now the 7
th
 house is the house of her spouse and the 9

th
 from that is the father of her spouse so it 

would be her 3
rd
 house. 

So the 8
th
 house from her 3

rd
 house would be the 10

th
 house and that would indicate the death of her 

father in law. We can also say that the 10
th
 house would become House B for studying the death of her 

father in law.   

Below is my analysis: 

Birth Chart and Birth data of Daughter-in-law 

(Fig.16) 
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Vimshottari Dasha for Daughter-in-law 

(Fig.17) 
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KAS Power Table for Daughter-in-law   (Fig.18) 

 

The antardasha that the daughter in law was running was that of Venus and it’s clear that Venus has 

the highest power in the 10
th
 house and is LoE.  So the antra is showing danger to life of her father in 

law. (see Fig.17 and 18). 

Probable Date Finder (PDF) for Daughter-in-law 

(Fig.19) 

 

The PDF that was running (keeping 13 days range in mind), was that of Sa and Ma both of which are 

powerful with Sa gaining the 2
nd

 highest points after Venus and Mars has 13 points and so does 

Mercury to who Ra is samdharmi to.(see Fig.18). 

So overall, the PDF is also showing or activating 10
th
 house of the daughter in law. 
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Daily Points for the Daughter-in-law 

(Fig.20) 

 

 

 

The daily points of the Daughter in law take a sharp dip on the 10
th
 and 11

th
 of Feb with a rising trend 

on the 12
th
 of Feb.  This also indicates some period of intense stress on the 10

th
 Feb and 11

th
 Feb with 

points in a rising trend on the 12
th
 Feb. 
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7. CHART OF ELDEST DAUGHTER 

In the study of her elder daughter, the 9
th
 house is that of her father and 8

th
 from that is the 4

th
 house 

which would become House B and would indicate the death of her father. 

Birth Chart and Birth data of Eldest Daughter 

(Fig.21) 
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Vimshottari Dasha for Eldest Daughter 

(Fig.22) 
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KAS Power Table for Eldest Daughter 

(Fig.23) 

 

 

The eldest daughter was running the period of Sa/Sa.  Saturn itself is the weakest planet for the 4
th
 

house. However, Saturn is Natural Samdharmi to Venus.  In her chart, Venus has the highest power 

and its’ antra is further away.  So Saturn can step in for Venus here.  

The Mahadasha running is that of Saturn.  The 3rd house from the 9th house is Leo.  Saturn is in the 

navamsa of Leo, so therefore becomes samdharmi to the Sun. Saturn can then step in for the Sun. 

 

Probable Date Finder (PDF) 

(Fig.24) 

 

 

In the PDF again (see Fig.24), Saturn is coming along with Mars who has 12 points and Rahu is SD to 

Saturn again.  So here again if Saturn is stepping in for Venus, it might cause the potential to trigger 

the 4th house.  It is also to be noted that Mars is transiting over her 9th house where there is 0 points 

(see Fig.26). 
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Daily Points for Eldest Daughter 

(Fig.25) 

 

 

Transits for Eldest Daughter   

(Fig.26) 

 

From the daily points (see Fig.25), we can see that the points are in rising trend till the 11th of Feb and 

then the points fall on the 12th.  Shani and Jupiter’s points are 5 along with transit of mars over 0 

points. (See Fig. 26). 
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8. CHART OF YOUNGER DAUGHTER 

Studying the younger daughter’s chart, again 9
th
 house is the house of father and 8

th
 from there is 4

th
 

house so that becomes House B to study the death of father. 

 

Birth Chart and Birth Data of Younger Daughter 

(Fig.27) 
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KAS Power Table for Youngest Daughter 

(Fig.28) 
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Vimshottari Dasha for Youngest Daughter 

(Fig.28) 

 

 

The younger daughter is running the dasha of Saturn/Moon.  Moon has the highest power for the 4
th
 

house with 16 points.  So its clearly showing that 4
th
 house will trigger in this antra.  

The MD is that of Saturn and Saturn is Samdharmi to the 11
th
 lord who is 3

rd
 from 9

th
 house.  Saturn is 

in navamsa of Jupiter so again here Saturn can step in for Jupiter. (see Fig, 28). 

 

 

Probable Date Finder (PDF) 

(Fig.29) 

 

 

The transit of the Sun was in the sign and nakshatra of Saturn and the Moon and both have 2nd and 

highest power in the 4
th
 house. (see Fig, 28).  So keeping 13 days on either side, it might trigger the 4

th
 

house and that might mean death of the father in the MD of Saturn and the antra of the Moon. (see 

Fig. 28 and 29). 
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Daily Points of Youngest Daughter 

In  the study of the daily points it is again showing a rising trend with points going into the Green with 
a sharp increase on the 11th to the 12th.  So the overall trend or points is again rising. 

(Fig.30) 
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9. SUMMARY 

From the study of all the preceding charts of wife, son, daughters and daughter in law, we can see a 

rising trend in the daily points and in that of the daughter in law who is not even a direct blood 

relative. The points took a sharp fall on the 11th and 12th of Feb.  In all the cases, the antardasha was 

showing some danger to the father or the father in law. 

According to KAS, we say that the good events happen in the highest power planet or LoD or 

LoE (i.e. 10
th
 or 6

th
 from the house under focus) or their samdharmi’s.  Death too happens in the 

highest power planet thereby making it a most auspicious event. 

The native expired in the wee hours of 11
th
 night or 12

th
 morning on February 2008 

May his soul rest in peace. 
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10. CONCLUSION 

Death is the ultimate truth and by far the most complicated event.  Death as seen above occurs in 

planet that has very high power or the highest power, which as per the definition of Good and Bad as 

per KAS, means that Death is the most auspicious event, because as per KAS, all the good and happy 

events occur in the highest power planet.   

However, when we loose a near and dear one, and when we add the human emotions to the equation, 

at that point, death can be perceived to be the worst event as I do not think anyone likes to loose their 

loved ones. 

To get a deeper understanding of this phenomenon one must read the Gita, or the Bible, or Quaran or 

Guru Granth Saheb or any of the holy books to get deeper insight into the spirituality and to 

understand Death. 

However as a cautionary note, before pronouncing death, it MUST be verified from the chart of the 

family members and as undertake in this article.   

Another point that also must be kept in mind is the advances in modern medicine.  With such great 

advances and research that is taking place in this century, the chances to save a persons life has 

increased tremendously.  Problems that would have surely cause death some centuries ago are very 
easily treated today and life can be saved. Such improvements will continue to take place making it 

more possible to save lives if proper care is taken and acted on immediately.   

 


